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Elves The Shoemaker
A Little Golden Book retelling of a favorite Grimm's fairy tale, beloved by generations! This
classic fairy tale about two selfless shoemaking elves shows the joy that comes from
giving—and receiving—generosity and kindness. Preschoolers will be captivated by the story of
the poor shoemaker and his wife, who are surprised to find beautifully made shoes sitting on
their workbench, which are soon snapped up by wealthy customers. In thanks, the shoemaker
and his wife sew warm little outfits for the elves!
Based on the classic fairy tale. A poor shoemaker finds that someone is making beautiful
shoes for him - two little elves! However can he repay them for his change in fortune? Read it
yourself with Ladybird is one of Ladybird's best-selling series. For over thirty-five years it has
helped young children who are learning to read develop and improve their reading skills. Each
Read it yourself book is very carefully written to include many key, high-frequency words that
are vital for learning to read, as well as a limited number of story words that are introduced and
practised throughout. Simple sentences and frequently repeated words help to build the
confidence of beginner readers and the four different levels of books support children all the
way from very first reading practice through to independent, fluent reading. Each book has
been carefully checked by educational consultants and can be read independently at home or
used in a guided reading session at school. Further content includes comprehension puzzles,
helpful notes for parents, carers and teachers, and book band information for use in schools.
The Elves and the Shoemaker is a Level 3 Read it yourself title, suitable for children who are
developing reading confidence and stamina, and are eager to start reading longer stories with
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a wider vocabulary.
Presents an adaptation of the tale in which a poor shoemaker becomes successful with the
help of two elves who finish his shoes during the night.
From the classic tale by the Brothers Grimm. "I know this is magic," says the shoemaker.
Someone is making beautiful shoes every night, when the shoemaker and his wife are asleep.
Who can it be? With fun activities after the story, and online audio in both British English and
American English. Illustrations: Full colour throughout
The Elves and the Shoemakeris part of the First Favourite Talesseries which are a perfect
introduction to timeless and treasured stories, with amusing pictures and lots of funny rhythm
and rhyme to delight young children. It is ideal for reading aloud and sharing with 2-4 year olds.
In this Caldecott Honor–winning picture book, The Twilight Zone comes to the carrot patch as a
rabbit fears his favorite treats are out to get him. Includes audio! Jasper Rabbit loves
carrots—especially Crackenhopper Field carrots. He eats them on the way to school. He eats
them going to Little League. He eats them walking home. Until the day the carrots start
following him...or are they? Celebrated artist Peter Brown’s stylish illustrations pair perfectly
with Aaron Reynold’s text in this hilarious picture book that shows it’s all fun and games…until
you get too greedy.
A lively verse variation of this traditional tale. Ollie and Mollie reward six snipping, clipping
elves for their shoemaking work and retire, rich and happy. Illustrated by Claire Tindall

About the Fashion Fairy Tale Memoir Series Each book in this inspired series by
fashion writer Camilla Morton inventively reimagines one of our favorite “Once Upon a
Time” stories, blending it with the real-life story of a famed fashion designer. Lushly
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illustrated by the designers themselves, these tales illuminate each iconic individual’s
creative magic while celebrating his unique life and career. The result is an intriguing
combination of whimsy and memoir. In this contemporary twist on the tale of the Elves
and the Shoemaker, Manolo BlahnÍk’s delightful drawings evoke the past, envision the
future, and, of course, evidence the indelible footprint he’s made on fashion history. His
illustrations take us from the banana plantations of his childhood to his current reign at
the top of high-fashion footwear design, while playfully hinting at all the adventures
he’s had and friends he’s met along the way.
THE SHOEMAKER AND THE ELVES, a retelling of the Brothers Grimms' classic fairy
tale, conveys the central message of the story in a manner which young children can
easily grasp. The shoemaker and his wife are models of hard work and persistence. It
is truly a healing story, full of joy, gratitude, and curiosity, while also offering a powerful
tool to build up literacy. Woven into a tapestry of illustrations by a Virginia artist, the
story comes to life in an enchanting tale with poignant lessons, especially in today's
world.
From the best-selling author of the hugely popular Kindergarten, Here I Come!, here's a
guidebook in verse that shows children how to be kind in the new and exciting world of
kindergarten. Small enough to fit in a child's backpack, this collection of short
poems--one to a page--spans the entire year of kindergarten, offering sweet and simple
tips on how to be your best self--sharing your umbrella with a friend; taking turns on the
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swings, and inviting someone to join in a game. This is the perfect companion to DJ
Steinberg's enormously successful Kindergarten, Here I Come!
Ben the Shoemaker wakes up one morning and finds his last piece of leather magically
transformed into a beautiful pair of shoes! Who is helping Ben? And how will he return
the favour? Read on to find out.
This eBook has been optimised for viewing on colour devices. Based on the classic
story 'The Elves and the Shoemaker', this vibrantly illustrated story is sure to become a
favourite in every home. Meet the poor and hungry shoemaker who wakes up one
morning to find that his shoes have been magically made for him! Part of the Ladybird
'First Favourite Tales' series - a perfect introduction to fairy tales for preschoolers - this
story contains lots of funny rhythm and rhyme to delight young children. Ideal for
reading aloud and sharing with 2-4 year olds.
In a magical new version of this beloved fairy tale, you can peep through the laser-cut
holes in the pages to discover the tiny elves who help the shoemaker. Holes and flaps
allow you to peep through doors and windows into the shoemaker's cosy shop and the
world of the story. Delicate laser-cut holes and flaps bring the fairy tale world to life, and
make this a book to treasure. Sweet retelling of the story for a modern, young reader to
add to a growing Peep Inside a Fairy Tale library. Gorgeous illustrations by Jessica
Knight make the world of tiny elves and beautiful shoes irresistible!
There is always time to read together with this deluxe treasure-trove of five-minute
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stories, fables, and well-loved fairy tales.

A poor shoemaker becomes successful with the help of two elves who finish his
shoes during the night.
Here is the classic tale of elfin magic, loved by generations of children and made
new by an artist of international acclaim. Jim LaMarche's stunningly rendered
paintings, reminiscent of his earlier work in The Rainbabies, are the perfect
complement to this favorite Grimm fairy tale. Plus, this is the fixed format version,
which will look almost identical to the print version. Additionally for devices that
support audio, this ebook includes a read-along setting.
A first novelty book about The Elves and the Shoemaker with push, pull and turn
mechanisms.
Shoemaker and the Elves
Retells the tale of a poor shoemaker and his wife who become rich with the help
of two elves who sew their shoes during the night. Also contains a simple play
based on the tale intended to be read aloud or performed by children. Suggested
level: junior, primary.
Retells, in graphic novel format, the story of the shoemaker and his wife who sew
clothes for the elves they discover have been helping them become successful.
"Who keeps helping the old shoemaker, and making such wonderful shoes? How
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can the shoemaker repay their kindness? Find out in this joyful retelling of the
classic fairy tale in a delightful picture book format featuring beautiful illustrations
and simple text. "
English translation of sixty-three tales from the Grimm's Kinder- und
Hausmärchen, including the classic Rapunzel, Hansel and Gretel, Little Red
Riding Hood, Tom Thumb, and Rumpelstiltskin.
Alphakids is a new early literacy program developed for reading intervention, as
well as guided reading. Designed for both individual learners and small groups,
this program supports the literacy development of all children. Each book
includes a word count and list of high frequency words. Retelling of the age-old
fable of the Elves and the shoemaker.
On a moonlit night. . . In the magic of a moonshower, a childless couple finds a
dozen tiny babies in a meadow. Written in classic folktale tradition, illustrated with
astonishing paintings, The Rainbabies is woven from magic and moonbeams.
Synopsis coming soon.......
Culled from the 1960s television cartoon series of the same name, a collection of
off-the-wall revisions of immortal fairy tales is illustrated with art from the original
series
Elves come by moonlight on nights when the stars shine. Snip snap needle
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thread - paint polish heels and tops. This is an enchanting retelling of the famous
folktale with teachers' notes.
The Elves and the Shoemaker is part of the enduringly popular Well-loved Tales
fairy tales series from Ladybird. Even today, Well-loved Tales are still beloved by
adults and children alike. First published in 1965, this beautiful book has been
specially re-released with a stunning dust jacket. This limited edition facsimile
copy of the original book by Vera Southgate has all the beautiful, memorable
pictures that people remember, now available for a new generation to fall in love
with.
Uses a Christmas setting to retell the classic tale about the industrious elves who bring
prosperity to a kindly shoemaker.
A faithful retelling of the classic Grimm Brothers tale, with the art of master storyteller Paul
Galdone, that captures the kindness of the shoemaker and the magic of the two elves who
help him. Now part of the Folk Tale Classics series!
A familiar, popular folk tale retold for sharing with young children. The simple text is illustrated
with John Joven's warm, vibrant artwork.
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